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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c67_254991.htm Spontaneous(6次)1. Fiber-optic

cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations ＿＿＿.

(05/6)A) homogeneously B) spontaneously C) simultaneously D)

ingeniously2. Nothing Helen says is ever ________. She always

thinks carefully before she speaks. (05/1)A) simultaneous B)

homogenous C) spontaneous D) rigorous3. Some educators try to

put students of similar abilities into the same class because they

believe this kind of ____ grouping is advisable. (02/6)A)

homogeneous B) instantaneous C) spontaneous D) anonymous4.

Fiber-optic cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations

______. (00/6)A)simultaneously B) spontaneously

C)homogeneously D) contemporarily 5. In the past ten years

skyscrapers have developed ______ in Chicago and New York City.

(99/1)A) homogeneously B) simultaneously C) spontaneously D)

harmoniously6. Although most dreams apparently happen

__________, dream activity may be provoked by external

influences. (97/1)A) spontaneously B) simultaneously C)

homogeneously D) instantaneouslyEccentric(4次)1. It seems

somewhat _______to expect anyone to drive 3 hours just for a

20-minute meeting. (05/12)A) unique B) impossible C) eccentric D)

absurd2. It is generally known that New York is a city for ________

and a center for odd bits of information. (04/6)A) veterans B)

victims C) pedestrians D) eccentrics3. Executives of the company



enjoyed an ____ lifestyle of free gifts, fine wines and high

salaries.(03/12)A) exquisite B) extravagant C) exotic D) eccentric4.

A humans eyesight is not as ________ as that of an eagle. (02/1)A)

eccentric B) acute C) sensible D) sensitive Eject(4次)1. The doctors

________ the newly approved drug into the patient when he was

critically ill. (05/1)A) injected B) ejected C) projected D) subjected2.

The vision of that big black car hitting the sidewalk a few feet from us

will never be ____ from my memory. (03/12)A) ejected B) escaped

C) erased D) omitted3. Weve just installed a fan to _______ cooking

smells from the kitchen. (03/6)A)eject B)exclude C)expel D)exile 4.

Many types of rock are _______ from volcanoes as solid,

fragmentary material. (02/12)A) flung B) propelled C) ejected D)

injectedDistort(3次)1. At first everything went well with the project

but recently we have had a number of ________ with the machinery.

(04/6)A) disturbances B) setbacks C) outputs D) distortions 2. Each

workday, the workers followed the same schedules and rarely

________ from this routine. (01/6)A)deviated B)disconnected

C)detached D)distorted 3. Put on dark glasses or the sun will ______

you and you won t be able to see.(01/1)A) discern B) distort C)

distract D) dazzleDerive(2次)1. How much of your countrys

electrical supply is _______ from water power? (02/12)A) deduced

B) detached C) derived D) declined2. The prisoner was ______ of

his civil liberty for three years.(01/1)A) discharged B) derived C)
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